UNDERGRADUATE PHILOSOPHY COURSES FOR FALL 2018

INTRODUCTORY COURSES*
PHIL 1021 - Choice and Chance  CORE: Math Requirement
PHIL 1030 - Present Moral Problems  [human rights, hunger, poverty, war, race]
PHIL 1091 - Great Philosophers  [Socrates, Hume, Nietzsche]
PHIL 1111 - Western Philosophy I: Antiquity to the Renaissance  [1st class for majoring]
PHIL 1120 - Asian Philosophy  [classics of India and China]
PHIL 1130 - Approaches to Ethics  [moral skepticism, theories of obligation and value]
PHIL 1150 - Intro to Philosophy  [free will/determinism, mind/body, value judgments]
PHIL 1151 - Love 101  [love, sex, friendship, and other problems]
PHIL 1160 - Critical Thinking  [structure of arguments and sound reasoning]
PHIL 2250 – Philosophy and Current Issues  [Responsibility and Ethics]
PHIL 2253 – Philosophy and Feminism  [gender, social structures, equal pay]
PHIL 2254 – Business Ethics  [morality of advertising, conflicts on interest, profit motive]
PHIL 2256 – Bioethics  [euthanasia, health care, experimentation, informed consent]
PHIL 2258 – Medicine, Values, and Society  [Honors College]
PHIL 2259 – Engineering Ethics  [Challenger disaster; risk, safety, and liability]
PHIL 2280 – Minds, Brains and Machines  CORE: Information Literacy

*all 1000-2000 level Philosophy courses satisfy the Explore Area of CORE

INTERMEDIATE COURSES
PHIL 3327 – Race and Racism  [Is race real? Are reparations reverse racism?]
PHIL 3360 – Formal Logic  [introductory study of logical truth and deductive inference]
PHIL 3380 – Philosophy Of Science  [What makes science different from pseudoscience?]

ADVANCED COURSES
PHIL 4401 – Plato  [the rest are footnotes]
PHIL 4407 – Kant  [the greatest modern philosopher]
PHIL 4445 – Metaphysics  [what are the things? how real are they?]
PHIL 4487 – Philosophy of Law  [should you obey the law? what makes punishing ok?]

For course descriptions, go to http://bulletin.umsl.edu/artsandsciences/philosophy/ - courseinventory